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Abstract
Improving energy efficiency in European Union buildings will require retro-
fitting much of the existing stock due to limited new construction opportuni-
ties. Given uncertainty in energy prices and technology costs stemming from
deregulation, a stochastic optimisation framework is desirable for long-term
decision support. We synthesise treatment of uncertainty and risk manage-
ment to obtain insights about the impact of retrofits on energy consumption,
costs, CO2 emissions, and risk at real buildings in Austria and Spain. The
optimal strategy for the Spanish site is to invest in photovoltaic and solar
thermal technologies. This lowers expected costs by 8.5% and reduces ex-
pected primary energy consumption and CO2 emissions by 20% relative to
using existing equipment. By limiting exposure to volatile energy prices, the
strategy also yields a nearly 10% reduction in risk. We obtain similar results
also for the Austrian site. Via this framework, tradeoffs among compet-
ing objectives and the effectiveness of proposed regulation may be assessed.
Specifically, we find that more stringent restrictions on energy efficiency are
economically viable if regulation also facilitates enhanced operational de-
cision support for buildings. Indeed, primary energy consumption can be
lowered only through more on-site generation such as combined heat and
power, which is more complex for building managers to deploy.
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1. Introduction
In order to transition towards a more sustainable economy, drastic changes
in both the supply and demand sides of the energy sector are required. The
former have been taking place prominently with greater adoption of renew-
able energy technologies driven by support from policy measures, viz., cap-
and-trade systems, feed-in tariffs (FiT), renewable portfolio standards, and
subsidies. In Germany, for example, such measures have resulted in a trans-
formation of the power sector, i.e., the Energiewende, with the share of re-
newables having risen to nearly 30% of electricity consumption in the year
2013 (compared to less than 5% in 1990) and a 25% reduction in CO2 emis-
sions over the same period (von Hirschhausen, 2014). Chen and Wang (2013)
and Woodman and Mitchell (2011) provide a comprehensive assessment of
the effectiveness of similar support schemes. However, often missing from
such analyses is the role of the demand side in enabling a sustainable energy
transition (Strbac, 2008). Indeed, in the EU, 40% of all energy consumed
is by buildings (EC, 2010), which makes it desirable for policymakers to de-
vise incentives for building owners to improve the efficiency of their stock
(Georgopoulou et al., 2006).
Given the relatively low level of new construction starts in OECD coun-
tries, improving energy efficiency at the building level typically involves im-
proved operations of existing equipment (Groissbo¨ck et al., 2014; Liang et al.,
2012) or retrofits (Cano et al., 2014; Kumbarog˘lu and Madlener, 2012). Con-
founding this task is the fact that energy sectors in most OECD countries
have been deregulated over the past thirty years (Wilson, 2002). Instead of
facing stable regulated rates as in the era of vertically integrated utilities,
consumers are now likely to see frequent changes in the electricity and fuel
prices that they are charged. Furthermore, the pace of technological inno-
vation spurred by deregulation adds uncertainty to the performance charac-
teristics of forthcoming equipment types. Combined with the complexity of
energy flows at the building level, e.g., in terms of operating complementari-
ties between heating and power applications, such uncertainty and exposure
to risk may make it difficult for building owners to make sound equipment-
replacement decisions. In order to provide them with better decision support
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Figure 1: Conditional Value-at-Risk Illustration
and to investigate the implications of alternative policy measures in inducing
investment at the building level, we implement a stochastic programming
model (e.g., Kall and Wallace, 1994; Birge and Louveaux, 1997; Conejo
et al., 2010) for the long-term investment and retrofitting problems facing
real buildings.
Vis-a`-vis most optimisation-based analyses of investment in distributed
energy resources (DER), e.g., King and Morgan (2007), Marnay et al. (2008),
Omu et al. (2013), Stadler et al. (2011), and Ashouri et al. (2013), stochastic
programming enables the assessment of decisions made under uncertainty.
Other work, such as Maribu and Fleten (2008) and Siddiqui and Maribu
(2009), takes a real options approach to examine the role of investment
timing and technology choice under uncertainty. However, the risk expo-
sure of the decision maker is not considered directly and may be evaluated
only ex post. By contrast, the stochastic programming approach not only
accounts for future uncertainty in energy prices and technology costs via dis-
crete scenarios but also allows for inclusion of coherent risk measures such as
the conditional value-at-risk (CVaR), introduced by Rockafellar and Uryasev
(2000). For continuous distributions, CVaR is equal to the expected value of
the worst (1 − AL) × 100% outcomes (Figure 1), where AL is a confidence
level, typically chosen to be 0.95 or 0.99. The concept can be generalised for
discrete distributions using only linear constraints (Rockafellar and Uryasev,
2002), thereby making CVaR a popular risk measure within the optimisation
community.
From the perspective of a building owner, the profitability of new en-
ergy technologies will depend on their performance, which will be influenced
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Figure 2: Multi-Horizon Scenario Tree Illustration
by modes of operation and seasonal conditions. However, accounting for
both long-term uncertainties, e.g., in energy prices and technology costs, and
short-term fluctuations, e.g., in weather and building occupancy, will render
the resulting stochastic programming problem intractable as the number of
scenarios expands exponentially with the number of decision-making stages.
As a compromise, we use the multi-horizon scenario tree structure of Kaut
et al. (2014b) depicted in Figure 2. The idea is to create a scenario tree for
the strategic-decision nodes (represented by ‘ ’ in the figure) and then attach
to each of these nodes a set of seasonal profiles consisting of nodes with op-
erational decisions (depicted as ‘ ’). From the modelling point of view, every
strategic node includes an embedded operational model, most likely simpli-
fied to some degree, which is then solved for each of the operational nodes
in all the attached profiles. In this way, the structure enables short-term
operations of the installed equipment to influence strategic, e.g., investment,
decisions, without running into the curse of dimensionality as the scenario
tree branches only at the strategic nodes.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows:
• In Section 2, we describe the stochastic programming model for long-
term planning in the context of buildings, which we, henceforth, refer
to as strategic (optimisation) model.
• In Section 3, we run the model using data calibrated for two real build-
ings. We test the model under various regulatory proposals in order to
gain policy insights.
• In Section 4, we discuss the implications of the results.
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• Finally, Section 5 summarises our findings, discusses the limitations of
our approach, and offers directions for future research in this area.
2. Methods
In this section, we give a brief overview of the strategic optimisation
model, which has been developed as a part of the EnRiMa project and has
been already presented as a part of Deliverable D4.3 of the project (EnRiMa,
2013) and summarised in Cano et al. (2016). However, to keep the paper self-
contained, we present an abbreviated version1 of the model’s mathematical
formulation in Appendix A.
The building owner’s decision-making problem is formulated as a multi-
stage stochastic optimisation model. The model determines the optimal pol-
icy for investment in new technologies and decommissioning of old equipment,
given that the building’s energy demands must be met uninterruptedly over
the planning horizon. Thus, along with strategic decision variables and con-
straints on investments, the model comprises operational decision variables
and constraints that deal with energy production, storage, and procurement
in order to evaluate the performance of the strategic decisions (as shown
in Figure 2). The planning horizon is partitioned into strategic (long-term)
decision periods (e.g., with yearly time resolution), each of which accommo-
dates many operational (short-term) decision periods (e.g., with hourly time
resolution). Strategic decisions are selected at the start of each strategic pe-
riod, whereas operational decisions are made during each operational period.
To reduce computational complexity, we assume that strategic periods can
be described by a small set of operational profiles (with assigned probabili-
ties). For instance, the operational profiles can be a selection of typical days
representing conditions during different seasons and load periods and of ex-
treme days with particularly high load. Operational decision variables and
constraints for every operational period (e.g., hour) of each of these days are
included in the model.
Concretely, the constraints of the model can be divided into the following
categories:
1The full version of the strategic optimisation model considers a mean-risk objective
function of either the discounted cost, the CO2 emissions, or the primary energy consump-
tion. For the sake of brevity, some constraints that were irrelevant for the purpose of this
paper were left out from Appendix A.
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Strategic constraints deal with strategic decisions, such as investments
and contracting. These constraints keep track of the installed equipment,
impose upper limits on the number of installed devices, and guarantee
that only one sales and purchasing tariff is chosen per node and energy
type.
Operational constraints deal with operational decisions, such as energy
trade, generation, or storage. These include the energy-balance equations
in each time period,2 schematically illustrated in Figure 3. The net energy
supply consists of the energy produced by energy-generating technologies
plus the energy discharged from storage and the energy purchases less
the energy used for production or charging of storage devices and the
energy sold. Also part of this constraint category are the storage balance
equations, which keep an inventory of the energy available in energy-
storage equipment.
Strategic-operational constraints link the operational performance with
the strategic decisions or policies. These constraints ensure that the tech-
nologies operate within the installed capacity limits and according to their
availability (e.g., photovoltaic panels cannot produce electric energy dur-
ing the night) and that the energy purchases and sales do not exceed the
volumes stipulated in the signed energy contracts. Moreover, they guar-
antee that the energy charged, discharged, and stored into energy-storage
devices remains within certain limits dictated by the infrastructure and
chemistry of those devices.
Performance constraints quantify and impose a cap on primary energy
consumption, pollution emissions, costs, and risk exposure (measured by
2Specifically, they guarantee that, for each energy type, the net energy supply must
meet the energy demand (less the energy saved due to passive technologies).
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the CVaR).
In our strategic optimisation model, we consider a mean-risk objective func-
tion of the total discounted cost, which is composed of the discounted in-
stallation, decommissioning, maintenance, energy trading, and technology
operation costs. Thus, the goal is to minimise a weighted average of the
expected value and the CVaR of the total discounted costs.
3. Results
In order to provide managerial and policy insights about capacity ex-
pansion under uncertainty at public buildings, we implement the strategic
optimisation model using data from two real EU buildings. The first is Centro
de Adultos La Arboleya (Siero, Spain, 43.38◦ N, 5.65◦ W), which belongs to
the Fundacio´n Asturiana de Atencio´n y Proteccio´n a Personas con Discapaci-
dades y/o Dependencias (FASAD). The second site is Fachhochschule Bur-
genland’s Pinkafeld campus, which is located in Pinkafeld, Austria (47.37◦
N, 16.12◦ E). For our numerical experiments, we consider a planning hori-
zon of sixteen years with yearly strategic and hourly operational decision
intervals. For FASAD, monthly operational profiles are used, whereas one
operational profile is created for each month–weekday/weekend combination
for Pinkafeld. Discounting is carried out at an annual rate of 3%. We have
previously presented results with 5% discount rates for the same two sites
(EnRiMa, 2014). While the numerical results differ due to changes in the
calibrating parameters, the qualitative insights are similar to those obtained
in our work.
We represent uncertainty in energy prices, technology investment costs,
and energy demands in the strategic model by approximating the distribution
of these random parameters by a discretisation in the form of a multi-horizon
scenario tree (Kaut et al., 2014a) that branches at stages 5, 9, and 13 and
has a branching factor of 4, thereby resulting in a total of 64 scenarios.
Assuming that the random parameters follow a normal distribution, scenario
values are constructed using the copula-based approach from Kaut (2014).
Historical data are used to estimate the parameters of the distribution of the
energy prices; see Tables 9 and 13 for FASAD’s and Pinkafeld’s parameters,
respectively.
For each test site, we run the model with all investment and decommis-
sioning decisions first fixed (“do nothing” situation, N) and then enabled
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(“invest” case, I). In addition, we investigate the impact of various regula-
tory settings (determined in consultation with local experts) on the optimal
investment solutions. For FASAD, these are the following:
Setting S1 (baseline): flat energy tariff rates (0.1426 e/kWhe for elec-
tricity purchases and 0.0523 e/kWh for natural gas purchases); electricity
FiT3 for combined heat and power (CHP) of 0.1721 e/kWhe.
Setting S1s: same as setting S1 but with thermal storage.
Setting S2: revocation of the FiT for CHP.
Setting S3: a regulatory requirement that the primary energy consump-
tion be reduced by 30% relative to the “do nothing” situation.
Setting S4: modernisation of the lighting equipment (by replacing the
building’s T8/TLD fluorescent lights with electromagnetic ballast with
T5 fluorescent lights with electronic ballast).
For Pinkafeld, we examine the following settings:
Setting S1 (baseline): flat energy tariff rates (0.15 e/kWhe for elec-
tricity purchases, 0.08 e/kWhe for electricity sales, and 0.08 e/kWh for
district heat purchases).
Setting S1s: same as setting S1 but with thermal storage.
Setting S2: availability of a subsidy of 200 e/kWp and a FiT for new
PV installations4 (with a rate of 0.125 e/kWhe).
Setting S3: regulatory requirement that imposes 30% savings in pri-
mary energy consumption relative to the “do nothing” situation.
Setting S4: change from a flat to a time-of-use (ToU) electricity pur-
chasing tariff5 (whose rate is 0.16 e/kWhe between 7:00 and 14:00 and
between 17:00 and 20:00, 0.15 e/kWhe between 14:00 and 17:00, and 0.14
e/kWhe otherwise).
Likewise, we also consulted with local experts to determine plausible in-
vestment options. For FASAD, the technologies under consideration are the
3Source: Special Scheme for Electricity Generation with Renewable Energy Sources
(BOE, 2013).
4Source: O¨kostrom-Einspeisetarifverordnung 2012 (BKA, 2013).
5Source: Gewerbestrom SMART tariff of Energie AG (http://www.energieag.at/)
from May 2013. The tariff has been adjusted so that its average hourly rate is equal to
the corresponding flat rate of the baseline setting.
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following:
Currently installed: one 1279.1 kW and one 232.6 kW natural gas-
fired boiler, and one 5.5 kWe CHP unit.
Investment options: 5.5 kWe CHP units, 0.245 kWp PV panels, and
2.011 kW solar thermal (ST) collectors.
For Pinkafeld, the following equipment is considered:
Currently installed: one 1.28 kWp PV system and one 79.8 kW HVAC
system.
Investment options: 1.28 kWp PV panels and 1 kW ST collectors.
The main input parameters used in our numerical experiments are pre-
sented in Appendix B.6 The strategic model is implemented as a mixed-
integer linear program in the General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS)
and solved using GUROBI on a 2 GHz Intel Core i7 laptop with 8 GB of
RAM in under 45 minutes.
3.1. FASAD
The numerical results for FASAD with expected cost minimisation exhibit
significant benefits relative to the “do nothing” situation (Table 1), which has
an expected discounted cost over 16 years of e3.7 million. Using an optimal
retrofitting strategy as in setting S1, this expected cost may be trimmed by
e0.3 million. By investing in PV and ST technologies, it is possible to re-
duce the expected discounted cost by 8.5% with approximately 20% savings
in expected primary energy consumption and CO2 emissions. Even the risk,
measured by the CVaR of the discounted total costs, is reduced by nearly
10%. This means that the expected discounted cost of the 5% worst scenarios
is e3.9 million with the strategic model as opposed to nearly e4.4 million
without it. Intuitively, by investing in on-site technologies (such as PV and
ST) and operating them optimally, the building owner reduces the CVaR
because these technologies are used especially when energy prices are high.
Thus, although their adoption involves capital expenditure, their relatively
6Prior to implementing the examples, we first calibrate our model by running it for
the current year only with all strategic variables fixed. The resulting output, e.g., en-
ergy consumption, production, purchases, and sales, matches the observed values. Next,
we generate scenarios for energy prices, technology costs, and energy demand over the
specified time horizon. We use both time-series data and expert opinion to set suitable
parameter values.
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low operating costs and high payoffs during precisely the “worst” scenarios
mean that they are also able to reduce the building owner’s risk. These find-
ings are robust across most regulatory settings with further gains possible
with the use of thermal storage (setting S1s) or replacement of lighting (set-
ting S4), whereas revocation of the FiT (setting S2) makes only a modest
difference.
The main exception arises in setting S3 in which primary energy con-
sumption must be reduced by 30% relative to the “do nothing” case. While
the required reduction in energy consumption is attainable, viz., by invest-
ing in larger PV and ST systems along with adopting 11 kWe of CHP, the
lower savings in expected discounted cost and risk exposure vis-a`-vis set-
ting S1 may not be justifiable for the building owner. At FASAD, there
does not seem to be a negative economic impact even in setting S3 as the
site is able to reduce its expected cost slightly. However, for Pinkafeld (as
we shall observe in the next section), the imposition of a 30% reduction in
primary energy consumption may lead to an increase in expected cost. With-
out adequate compensation, policymakers may encounter resistance from the
building sector in mandating such ambitious restrictions on energy consump-
tion. Towards this end, the provision of better operational decision support
to handle the greater complexities of running a CHP system or deploying
thermal storage may mitigate the higher costs of more energy-efficient sys-
tems. Consequently, the regulatory framework would have to be extended
to facilitate the integration of such enhanced building energy management
systems (BEMS).
Besides minimising expected costs, other objectives may also be consid-
ered. For example, in Table 2, a risk-averse building owner’s decision-making
problem is solved by minimising the 95% CVaR of the discounted cost. Al-
though the risk (CVaR) is slightly lowered as a result of investment, this
gain comes at a relatively high discounted expected cost, for all the studied
settings. Specifically, in setting S1, the CVaR improves by 0.2%, while the
cost increases by 7.7% compared to the cost-minimisation case. The risk
reduction is achieved by a greater emphasis on CHP and larger renewable
energy systems.
Note that the two presented cases (expected-cost- and risk-minimisation)
can be viewed as two extremes, whereby the model can be easily adjusted
to optimise any linear combination of the two, thereby achieving strategy in
line with the building manager’s risk attitude.
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Table 1: Summary of Results for FASAD: Expected Cost Minimisation Framework
case, setting N, S1 I, S1 I, S1s I, S2 I, S3 I, S4
average technology investment
CHP (kWe) 11.0
PV (kWp) 87.2 87.7 77.1 110.0 76.7
ST (kW) 431.5 467.9 426.0 1046.7 433.0
thermal storage (kWh) 129.5
replace lighting Yes
expected discounted cost
cost (ke) 3,689 3,376 3,363 3,394 3,535 3,316
% savings 8.5% 8.8% 8.0% 4.2% 10.1%
expected primary energy consumption
energy consumed (MWh) 41,805 33,462 32,877 33,515 29,263 32,899
% savings 20.0% 21.4% 19.8% 30.0% 21.3%
expected CO2 emissions
emissions (ton) 6,584 5,064 4,957 5,074 4,299 4,963
% savings 23.1% 24.7% 22.9% 34.7% 24.6%
risk
95% CVaR (ke) 4,370 3,955 3,927 3,973 4,064 3,896
% savings 9.5% 10.1% 9.1% 7.0% 10.8%
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Table 2: Summary of Results for FASAD: Risk Minimisation Framework
case, setting N, S1 I, S1 I, S1s I, S2 I, S3 I, S4
average technology investment
CHP (kWe) 15.1 18.4 18.4 15.2 15.1
PV (kWp) 123.5 102.5 107.7 149.6 76.7
ST (kW) 655.9 737.1 643.5 1559.1 637.9
thermal storage (kWh) 557.3
replace lighting Yes
expected discounted cost
cost (ke) 3,689 3,635 3,587 3,612 3,831 3,562
% savings 1.5% 2.8% 2.1% -3.9% 3.4%
expected primary energy consumption
energy consumed (MWh) 41,805 33,094 31,397 32,784 29,263 32,305
% savings 20.8% 24.9% 21.6% 30.0% 22.7%
expected CO2 emissions
emissions (ton) 6,584 4,993 4,682 4,937 4,298 4,849
% savings 24.2% 28.9% 25.0% 34.7% 26.4%
risk
95% CVaR (ke) 4,370 3,946 3,907 3,964 3,950 3,888
% savings 9.7% 10.6% 9.3% 9.6% 11.0%
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3.2. Pinkafeld
For Pinkafeld, the site’s more recent refurbishment along with the rel-
atively low levels of CO2 emissions from district heating and power mean
that the building is in a good position from a sustainability perspective. In
particular, compare the expected CO2 emissions of 239 tons in Table 3 for
the “do nothing” situation with the corresponding one for FASAD in Ta-
ble 1 (6584 tons). Nevertheless, as Tables 3–4 illustrate, improvements to
the current configuration are still possible. For example, the installation of
PV panels and ST collectors can reduce expected primary energy consump-
tion and CO2 emissions by 18.4% and 24.5%, respectively, along with more
modest reductions in expected cost and risk. As with FASAD, the imposi-
tion of requirements to reduce primary energy consumption (setting S3) may
pose a challenge for building owners. In fact, for Pinkafeld, the expected
cost would increase by 30% above the current values because of already-high
energy efficiency.
Table 3: Summary of Results for Pinkafeld: Expected Cost Minimisation Framework
case, setting N, S1 I, S1 I, S1s I, S2 I, S3 I, S4
average technology investment
PV (kWp) 108.8 108.8 165.1 352.0 111.4
ST (kW) 17.5 73.0 17.5 548.7 17.5
thermal storage (kWh) 192.1
expected discounted cost
cost (ke) 1,079 990 962 953 1,402 990
% savings 8.2% 10.8% 11.6% -30.0% 8.2%
expected primary energy consumption
energy consumed (MWh) 12,009 9,804 8,311 9,408 8,406 9,776
% savings 18.4% 30.8% 21.7% 30.0% 18.6%
expected CO2 emissions
emissions (ton) 239 181 158 170 150 180
% savings 24.5% 33.9% 29.1% 37.2% 24.8%
risk
95% CVaR (ke) 1,285 1,120 1,087 1,068 1,500 1,115
% savings 12.8% 15.4% 16.9% -16.7% 13.2%
Elsewhere, the patterns of the results are broadly similar to those for
FASAD: the availability of storage (setting S1s) enhances the expected pri-
mary energy savings, while offering a FiT for PV with a subsidy (setting S2)
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or switching to a ToU tariff (setting S4) modestly improves the metrics. Fi-
nally, using other objective functions, e.g., minimisation of risk, implies that
larger PV or ST systems are required at the expense of slightly higher ex-
pected discounted costs. As with FASAD, the purpose of using a mean-risk
framework is to identify cases in which risk aversion would affect technol-
ogy choice. Here, greater investment in all candidate technologies would be
required to achieve the desired risk minimisation.
Table 4: Summary of Results for Pinkafeld: Risk Minimisation Framework
case, setting N, S1 I, S1 I, S1s I, S2 I, S3 I, S4
average technology investment
PV (kWp) 187.3 127.1 222.3 349.6 148.5
ST (kW) 52.0 114.3 41.8 683.6 51.4
thermal storage (kWh) 283.7
expected discounted cost
cost (ke) 1,079 1,093 1,053 1,046 1,432 1,083
% savings -1.3% 2.4% 3.0% -32.8% -0.4%
expected primary energy consumption
energy consumed (MWh) 12,009 9,598 8,793 9,459 8,406 9,795
% savings 20.1% 26.8% 21.2% 30.0% 18.4%
expected CO2 emissions
emissions (ton) 239 175 167 171 150 181
% savings 26.6% 30.2% 28.3% 37.2% 24.4%
risk
95% CVaR (ke) 1,285 1,117 1,083 1,064 1,434 1,112
% savings 13.0% 15.7% 17.2% -11.6% 13.4%
4. Discussion
Cano et al. (2014) have presented an approach analogous to the one of
this paper and validated it with data from a real building but under the
assumption of deterministic energy prices and technology costs. Here, we
extend the approach to a stochastic model with the objective of performing
detailed case studies using data from two real buildings, in the EU in order
to extract policy insights. Towards that end, we implement our stochastic
programming model for a 16-year planning horizon using scenarios generated
to reflect the future evolution of energy prices, technology costs, and building
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energy demands. We calibrate parameters for each site to reflect the current
energy balances and run the model under various regulatory proposals with
the objective of either minimising the expected cost or the CVaR. Relative to
the “do nothing” situation of maintaining the existing building configuration,
the two sites benefit from substantial savings in primary energy consump-
tion, approximately 20%, with similar levels of reduction in expected CO2
emissions.
In terms of policy insights, we find that while more stringent energy-
efficiency requirements are economical, they, nevertheless, may not be desir-
able as building owners could face higher expected costs or greater risk ex-
posure. Effectively, such a regulatory proposal will require a higher installed
capacity of CHP equipment, which will necessitate more sophisticated op-
erational decision support for building managers. Thus, the enhancement
of existing BEMS to accommodate more complex decisions, e.g., consider-
ing the complementarities between electricity and heating loads, would be a
tangible step for policymakers to support.
5. Conclusions and Policy Implications
Current and forthcoming EU directives will require compliance with energy-
efficiency measures. For example, after 2020, public buildings are supposed
to become nearly zero energy. Thus, existing building owners face the chal-
lenge of deciding which technologies to adopt in the long term. Confounding
their task are not only the manifold choices but also the uncertainty in energy
prices and technology costs. Hence, addressing the building owner’s attitude
to risk is a crucial element of strategic decision support.
Given this background, we implement a stochastic model for analysing
strategic decision making at the building level. Using two EU test sites, we
calibrate parameters to be able to replicate their observed energy balances.
Next, we generate scenarios for uncertain parameters over which we solve the
resulting problem. We find that relative to the “do nothing” situation, the
two sites are able to benefit from substantial savings in expected primary
energy consumption with similar levels of expected CO2 emissions reduc-
tions. These are accompanied by more modest improvements in economic
and financial indicators. Finally, we are also able to investigate the effects of
alternative regulatory settings and objective functions.
The main policy insight from this analysis is that deeper reductions in en-
ergy consumption may be possible at the building level via careful retrofitting
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decisions. Although changing tariffs may have a modest influence, we find
that more stringent restrictions, such as the ones proposed for post-2020,
will have a stronger impact. Nevertheless, such mandates may result in lim-
ited economic benefit or even losses for building owners, which may need to
be addressed via further regulatory dispensations. In particular, both test
buildings rely more heavily on DER in order to meet stricter energy efficiency
requirements. Without more sophisticated decision support, e.g., in the form
of “smart” BEMS that can proactively deploy resources and control demand
in response to fluctuating conditions, it would be difficult for building owners
to integrate such technologies, especially CHP, because of the added com-
plexity of managing electricity and heat demands simultaneously. Hence, a
tangible measure that policymakers can take is to require manufacturers of
BEMS to provide such capacity for enhanced decision support or to facilitate
integration of their software with vendors of middleware.
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Appendix A Model Formulation
In this appendix, we present the mathematical formulation of the strategic
optimisation model.
A.1 Nomenclature
A.1.1 Sets
A Technology age.
Ai,vAges Possible ages of technology i ∈ I at node v ∈ V .
ANew := {0} ⊂ A Zero age.
AOld := A \ {0} ⊂ A Non-zero age.
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I Energy technology.
IGen ⊂ I Energy-generation technologies.
IInv ⊂ I Technologies available for investment.
IPU ⊂ I Passive technologies (unitary).
ISto ⊂ I Energy-storage technologies.
K Energy type.
KEpur ⊂ K Types of energy which can be purchased.
KES ⊂ K Types of energy which can be sold.
KiIn ⊂ K Input energy types for technology i ∈ IGen .
KiOut ⊂ K Output energy types for technology i ∈ IGen .
KiPo ⊂ K Principal output energy type for technology i ∈ I.
L Type of pollutant.
lf (s) ⊂ VsPath Leaf node of scenario s ∈ S.
M Operational profile.
N Energy tariff.
N kPur ⊂ N Purchase tariffs for energy type k ∈ KEpur .
N kSal ⊂ N Sales tariffs for energy type k ∈ KES .
pa(v) ⊂ V Parent of node v ∈ VFut .
S Scenario.
T Short-term (operational) period.
T mFirst ⊂ T mTm First short-term period in profile m ∈M.
T mLast ⊂ T mTm Last short-term period in profile m ∈M.
T mTm ⊂ T Short-term periods in profile m ∈M.
V Scenario tree nodes.
VFut ⊂ V Non-root nodes.
VsPath ⊂ V Nodes that scenario s ∈ S passes through.
VRoot ⊂ V Root node.
A.1.2 Constants
AL ∈ [0, 1) Confidence level for the CVaR (–).
BE ∈ [0, 1] Risk weight (–).
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DR Annual discount rate (–).
A.1.3 Parameters
AF v,m,ti Availability factor of technology i ∈ I in period t ∈ T mTm of profile
m ∈M and node v ∈ V (–).
AGai Ageing factor of technology i ∈ I for age a ∈ A (–).
Bk,n Units of primary energy required to produce one unit of energy
k ∈ KEpur purchased under tariff n ∈ N kPur (–).
CDv,ai Decommissioning cost of technology i ∈ I aged a ∈ Ai,vAges at node
v ∈ V (e/kW or e/kWh).
CI vi Installation cost of technology i ∈ I at node v ∈ V (e/kW ore/kWh).
CM vi Maintenance cost of technology i ∈ I at node v ∈ V (e/kW
or e/kWh).
COvi,k Operation cost of producing energy type k ∈ KiOut using technology
i ∈ IGen at node v ∈ V (e/kWh).
Dv,m,tk Demand for energy type k ∈ K in period t ∈ T mTm of profile m ∈M
and node v ∈ V (kWh).
DMm Weight of operational profile m ∈M in a stage (days).
DTm Duration of a short-term period within profile m ∈M (hours).
EC vi,k,k′ Amount of output energy k
′ ∈ KiOut generated with technology
i ∈ IGen from one unit of input energy k ∈ KiIn at node v ∈ V (–).
ELv Primary energy consumption limit at node v ∈ V (kWh).
Gi Capacity of technology i ∈ I (kW/Device).
ILv Investment limit at node v ∈ V (e).
LC vk,`,n Emissions of pollutant ` ∈ L per unit of energy k ∈ KEpur purchased
under tariff n ∈ N kPur at node v ∈ V (kg/kWh).
LH vk,` Emissions of pollutant ` ∈ L by generating technologies per unit of
energy input k ∈ K at node v ∈ V (kg/kWh).
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LPvi Physical installation limit of technology i ∈ I at node v ∈ V (De-
vices, kW, or kWh).
ME k,n Maximum purchase/sale of energy type k ∈ K under contract n ∈
N kPur ∪N kSal (kW).
OAvi,k Fraction of the storage capacity of technology i ∈ ISto below which
the level of stored energy of type k ∈ KiPo may not fall at node
v ∈ V (–).
OBvi,k Fraction of the storage capacity of technology i ∈ ISto which the
level of stored energy of type k ∈ KiPo may not exceed at node
v ∈ V (–).
ODvi,k Reduction of demand for energy type k ∈ KiPo due to passive tech-
nology i ∈ IPU at node v ∈ V (–).
OI vi,k Units of energy of type k ∈ KiPo available for each unit charged into
energy-storage technology i ∈ ISto at node v ∈ V (–).
OOvi,k Units of energy of type k ∈ KiPo needed to be discharged from
technology i ∈ ISto in order to obtain one unit of energy at node
v ∈ V (–).
OS i,k Amount of energy of type k ∈ KiPo available after one short-term
period in technology i ∈ ISto per unit of energy stored (–).
OX vi,k Maximum discharge rate of energy type k ∈ KiPo per unit of storage
capacity of technology i ∈ ISto at node v ∈ V (kW/kWh).
OY vi,k Maximum charge rate of energy type k ∈ KiPo per unit of storage
capacity of technology i ∈ ISto at node v ∈ V (kW/kWh).
PLv` Limit on emissions of pollutant ` ∈ L at node v ∈ V (kg).
PPv,m,tk,n Purchasing price of energy type k ∈ KEpur under contract n ∈ N kPur
in period t ∈ T mTm of profile m ∈M and node v ∈ V (e/kWh).
PRv Probability of node v ∈ V (–).
PT v Time until the stage of node v ∈ V (years).
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SPv,m,tk,n Sales price of energy type k ∈ KES under contract n ∈ N kSal in
period t ∈ T mTm of profile m ∈M and node v ∈ V (e/kWh).
SU vi Subsidies for investment in technology i ∈ I at node v ∈ V (e/kW).
XZ ai Existing units of technology i ∈ I aged a ∈ A at the start of the
optimisation horizon. (Devices, kW, or kWh).
A.1.4 Decision Variables
c Total expected discounted cost (e).
cnv Total discounted cost at node v ∈ V (e).
env Primary energy consumed at node v ∈ V (kWh).
et Total expected energy consumption (kWh).
hvk,n Tariff choice for energy type k ∈ K and tariff n ∈ N kPur ∪ N kSal at
node v ∈ V (binary).
p Total expected pollution emissions (kg).
pnv` Total emissions of pollutant ` ∈ L at node v ∈ V (kg).
r v,m,ti,k Amount of energy of type k ∈ KiPo that is stored in technology
i ∈ ISto at the start of period t ∈ T mTm of profile m ∈ M and node
v ∈ V (kWh).
riv,m,ti,k Amount of energy of type k ∈ KiPo charged into technology i ∈ ISto
during period t ∈ T mTm of profile m ∈M and node v ∈ V (kWh).
rov,m,ti,k Amount of energy of type k ∈ KiPo discharged from technology
i ∈ ISto during period t ∈ T mTm of profile m ∈ M and node v ∈ V
(kWh).
rt Risk term, i.e., the CVaR at confidence level AL (e).
sr s Auxiliary variable for scenario s ∈ S, to calculate the CVaR (e).
uv,m,tk,n Amount of energy of type k ∈ KEpur to purchase under tariff n ∈
N kPur in period t ∈ T mTm of profile m ∈M and node v ∈ V (kWh).
vr VaR at confidence level AL (e).
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w v,m,tk,n Amount of energy of type k ∈ KES to be sold under tariff n ∈ N kSal
in period t ∈ T mTm of profile m ∈M and node v ∈ V (kWh).
x v,ai Installed units of technology i ∈ I and age a ∈ Ai,vAges at node v ∈ V
(Devices, kW, or kWh).
xcvi Available capacity of technology i ∈ I at node v ∈ V (kW or kWh).
xd v,ai Number of units of technology i ∈ I of age AOld ∩ Ai,vAges to be
decommissioned at node v ∈ V (Devices, kW, or kWh).
xivi Number of units of technology i ∈ I to be installed at node v ∈ V
(Devices, kW, or kWh).
yv,m,ti,k Amount of energy of type k ∈ KiIn used as input to technology
i ∈ IGen in period t ∈ T mTm of profile m ∈ M and node v ∈ V
(kWh).
z v,m,ti,k Amount of energy of type k ∈ KiOut generated by technology i ∈
IGen in period t ∈ T mTm of profile m ∈M and node v ∈ V (kWh).
A.2 Optimisation Model
A.2.1 Strategic Constraints
Available new technologies (devices) at each node
The number of available new devices of a given technology is equal to the
number of devices installed of that technology, at any node.
x v,ai = xi
v
i ∀ v ∈ V , a ∈ ANew , i ∈ IInv (1)
Available old technologies (devices) at root node
The number of devices available at the root node is equal to the number of
existing devices at the start of the optimisation horizon less the number of
devices decommissioned at the root node, for any technology.
x v,ai = XZ
a
i − xd v,ai ∀ i ∈ I, a ∈ AOld ∩ Ai,vAges , v ∈ VRoot (2)
Available old technologies (devices) at future nodes
The number of available devices whose age is not zero at a given node is equal
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to the number of available devices at the preceding node less the number of
decommissioned devices, for any technology.
x v,ai = x
pa(v),a−1
i − xd v,ai ∀ i ∈ I, a ∈ AOld ∩ Ai,vAges , v ∈ VFut (3)
Technology capacity calculation
The total capacity of a technology is equal to the sum of the number of
its installed devices, corrected by their respective ageing factor and nominal
capacity, at any node.
xcvi = Gi ·
∑
a∈Ai,vAges
AGai · x v,ai ∀ i ∈ I, v ∈ V (4)
Physical limit
At any node, a limit may be imposed on the number of installed devices of
a given technology, often dictated by the space available at the site.∑
a∈Ai,vAges
x v,ai ≤ LPvi ∀ i ∈ I, v ∈ V (5)
Tariff choices
Only one purchasing (sales) tariff is allowed per node and energy type.∑
n∈N kPur
hvk,n = 1 ∀ v ∈ V , k ∈ KEpur (6)
∑
n∈N kSal
hvk,n = 1 ∀ v ∈ V , k ∈ KES (7)
A.2.2 Operational Constraints
Output energy production
In any short-term period, the amount of output energy produced by an
energy-generating technology is calculated from the amount of input energy
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and the technology’s energy-conversion factor.
z v,m,ti,k ′ =
∑
k∈KiIn
EC vi,k,k′ · yv,m,ti,k (8)
∀ v ∈ V , m ∈M, i ∈ IGen , k ′ ∈ KiOut , t ∈ T mTm
Sales limit by generation capacity
The amount of energy to be sold cannot exceed the amount of energy pro-
duced on site, at any short-term period and for any energy type.∑
n∈N kSal
w v,m,tk,n ≤
∑
i∈IGen
z v,m,ti,k ∀ v ∈ V , m ∈M, k ∈ KES , t ∈ T mTm (9)
Storage available
For any energy-storage technology, the energy available in storage at the
start of a given short-term period is equal to the energy stored at the start
of the previous short-term period plus the energy sent to storage minus the
energy removed from storage during that period. Each type of energy flow
is corrected by its respective loss ratio parameter.
r v,m,t+1i,k = OS i,k · r v,m,ti,k + OI vi,k · riv,m,ti,k −OOvi,k · rov,m,ti,k (10)
∀ v ∈ V , m ∈M, i ∈ ISto , t ∈ T mTm , k ∈ KiPo
Storage level between periods
For any energy-storage technology, the storage level at the start of the first
short-term period must be equal to the storage level at the end of the last
short-term period in the same operational profile and node.
r v,m,ti,k = OS i,k · r v,m,t
′
i,k + OI
v
i,k · riv,m,t
′
i,k −OOvi,k · rov,m,t
′
i,k (11)
∀ v ∈ V , m ∈M, i ∈ ISto , k ∈ KiPo , t ∈ T mFirst , t ′ ∈ T mLast
Energy balance
For each energy type, the net energy supply must meet the net energy demand
in each time period. The latter consists of the energy demand less the energy
saved due to passive technologies, whereas the former consists of the energy
produced by energy-creating technologies plus the energy discharged from
storage and the energy purchases in the energy market less the energy used
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for production or charging storage devices and the energy sold.∑
i∈IGen
z v,m,ti,k −
∑
i∈IGen
yv,m,ti,k +
∑
n∈N kPur
uv,m,tk,n −
∑
n∈N kSal
w v,m,tk,n (12)
+
∑
i∈ISto
(
rov,m,ti,k − riv,m,ti,k
)
= Dv,m,tk ·
(
1−
∑
i∈IPU
ODvi,k · xcvi
)
∀ k ∈ K, v ∈ V , m ∈M, t ∈ T mTm
A.2.3 Strategic-Operational Constraints
Technology output limit
In any period, the amount of energy that can be produced by a technology
is constrained by the technology’s availability and capacity.
z v,m,ti,k ≤ DTm · AF v,m,ti · xcvi (13)
∀ v ∈ V , m ∈M, i ∈ IGen , k ∈ KiPo , t ∈ T mTm
Storage (dis)charge limit
In any period, the amount of energy that can be discharged from (charged
into) a given energy-storage technology is limited by the technology’s in-
stalled capacity and maximum discharge (charge) rate.
rov,m,ti,k ≤ OX vi,k · DTm · xcvi (14)
∀ v ∈ V , m ∈M, i ∈ ISto , t ∈ T mTm , k ∈ KiPo
riv,m,ti,k ≤ OY vi,k · DTm · xcvi (15)
∀ v ∈ V , m ∈M, i ∈ ISto , t ∈ T mTm , k ∈ KiPo
Lower and upper storage limits
In any period, the amount of energy that can be stored in any energy-storage
technology must be greater (lower) than the capacity installed corrected by
the respective minimum (maximum) charge ratio.
r v,m,ti,k ≥ OAvi,k · xcvi ∀ v ∈ V , m ∈M, i ∈ ISto , t ∈ T mTm , k ∈ KiPo (16)
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r v,m,ti,k ≤ OBvi,k · xcvi ∀ v ∈ V , m ∈M, i ∈ ISto , t ∈ T mTm , k ∈ KiPo (17)
Purchasing and sales limits by contract
For any tradable energy type, the amount of energy that can be purchased
(sold) in a given period must not exceed the amount stipulated in the signed
purchase (sales) contract.
uv,m,tk,n ≤ hvk,n ·ME k,n · DTm (18)
∀ v ∈ V , m ∈M, k ∈ KEpur , n ∈ N kPur , t ∈ T mTm
w v,m,tk,n ≤ hvk,n ·ME k,n · DTm (19)
∀ v ∈ V , m ∈M, k ∈ KES , n ∈ N kSal , t ∈ T mTm
A.2.4 Performance Constraints
Primary energy consumption
For each node, the primary energy consumed is equal to the sum of the
amount of energy purchased of each type adjusted by the respective off-site
energy-conversion factor.
env =
∑
m∈M
DMm ·
∑
t∈T mTm
( ∑
k∈KEpur ,n∈N kPur
Bk,n · uv,m,tk,n
)
∀ v ∈ V (20)
Energy consumption limit
The amount of energy consumed at a given node must not exceed a specified
limit.
env ≤ ELv ∀ v ∈ V (21)
Total expected primary energy consumption
et =
∑
v∈V
PRv · env (22)
Total emissions of a pollutant
The pollution emissions consist of the emissions by energy purchases and
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energy-generating technologies, at any node and for any pollutant.
pnv` =
∑
m∈M
DMm ·
∑
t∈T mTm
( ∑
i∈IGen ,k∈KiIn
LH vk,` · yv,m,ti,k (23)
+
∑
k∈KEpur ,n∈N kPur
LC vk,`,n · uv,m,tk,n
)
∀ ` ∈ L, v ∈ V
Pollution emissions limit
The total emissions of a given pollutant may not exceed a specified limit, at
any node.
pnv` ≤ PLv` ∀ ` ∈ L, v ∈ V (24)
Total expected pollution emissions
p =
∑
v∈V
PRv ·
∑
`∈L
pnv` (25)
Total cost
For each node, the total cost is composed of the net investment, decommis-
sioning, maintenance, energy trading, and technology operation costs.
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cnv =
∑
i∈IInv
(CI vi − SU vi ) ·Gi · xivi +
∑
i∈I
∑
a∈Ai,vAges
CDv,ai ·Gi · xd v,ai (26)
+
∑
i∈I
CM vi ·Gi ·
∑
a∈Ai,vAges
x v,ai
+
∑
k∈KEpur ,n∈N kPur
∑
m∈M
DMm ·
∑
t∈T mTm
PPv,m,tk,n · uv,m,tk,n
−
∑
k∈KES ,n∈N kSal
∑
m∈M
DMm ·
∑
t∈T mTm
SPv,m,tk,n · w v,m,tk,n
+
∑
i∈IGen
∑
m∈M
DMm ·
∑
t∈T mTm
COvi,k · z v,m,ti,k
+
∑
i∈ISto
∑
m∈M
DMm ·
∑
t∈T mTm
COvi,k · rov,m,ti,k ∀ v ∈ V
Total discounted expected cost
c =
∑
v∈V
(1 + DR)−PT
v · PRv · cnv (27)
CVaR calculation
Eq. (28) calculates the CVaR at a confidence level of AL× 100%.
rt = vr + (1− AL)−1 ·
∑
s∈S
PRlf (s) · sr s (28)
Risk constraints
Eq. (29) sets a lower limit on the auxiliary variable sr s ∈ R+, s ∈ S, which
is necessary for calculating the CVaR of the discounted costs.∑
v∈VsPath
(1 + DR)−PT
v · cnv − vr ≤ sr s ∀ s ∈ S (29)
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A.2.5 Objective Function
In our strategic optimisation model, we consider a mean-risk objective
function, i.e., the goal is to minimise a weighted average of the expected
value and CVaR of the total discounted cost:
Minimise (1−BE) · c + BE · rt (30)
subject to constraints (1)–(29).
Appendix B Input Parameters of Numerical Examples
In this appendix, we describe the main input parameters used in Section 3.
Unless otherwise indicated in Section 3, these are valid for every regulatory
setting of a given site. The input parameters are calibrated in order to
yield the same energy balances as those observed for the test buildings in
the current year. For FASAD, the parameter values for new equipment are
collected from energy-industry catalogues, whereas the values reported in
Groissbo¨ck et al. (2014) are used for Pinkafeld.
B.1 FASAD
Table 5: Energy-Generation Technology Parameters for FASAD
i KIn KOut CI0 CM EC G LH
(e/kW) (e/kW) (kW) (kg/kWh)
boiler 1 natural gas heat 9.32 0 0.925 1279.1 0.1836
boiler 2 natural gas heat 14.14 0 0.92 232.6 0.1836
CHP natural gas electricity 5255.0 0 0.268 5.5 0.1836
heat 0.61
PV solar radiation electricity 1920.0 0 0.146 0.245 0
ST solar radiation heat 686.8 0 0.788 1.998 0
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Table 6: Thermal Storage Parameters for FASAD
parameter value
CI0 (e/kWh) 100.00
OA 0.00
OB 1.00
OI 0.90
OO 1.00
OS 0.99
OX (kW/kWh) 0.25
OY (kW/kWh) 0.25
Table 7: Lighting Replacement Parameters for FASAD
k CI0 (e) OD
electricity 14200 0.1385
Table 8: Energy Tariff Parameters for FASAD
k n type B LC ME PP 0 SP 0
(kg/kWh) (kW) (e/kWh) (e/kWh)
electricity flat tariff purchase 2.0624 0.37 100.0 0.1426
electricity feed-in tariff sale 5.5 0.1721
natural gas flat tariff purchase 1 0 1426.3 0.0523
solar radiation purchase 0 0 0
Table 9: Annual Growth Rate of FASAD’s Random Parameters
parameter mean volatility
electricity prices 7.6% 4.3%
energy demands 0.0% 1.0%
installation costs 0.0% 1.0%
natural gas prices 9.6% 6.9%
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B.2 Pinkafeld
Table 10: Energy-Generation Technology Parameters for Pinkafeld
i KIn KOut CI0 CM EC G LH
(e/kW) (e/kW) (kW) (kg/kWh)
HVAC electricity cooling 1000.0 0.0139 3.5 79.80 0
PV solar radiation electricity 2331.1 0.1740 0.125 1.28 0
ST solar radiation heat 358.0 0.107 0.5 1.00 0
Table 11: Thermal Storage Parameters for Pinkafeld
parameter value
CI0 (e/kWh) 71.62
OA 0.00
OB 1.00
OI 0.90
OO 1.00
OS 0.99
OX (kW/kWh) 0.25
OY (kW/kWh) 0.25
Table 12: Energy Tariff Parameters for Pinkafeld
k n type B LC ME PP 0 SP 0
(kg/kWh) (kW) (e/kWh) (e/kWh)
district heating flat tariff purchase 2.0 0.03 120.0 0.080 28
electricity flat tariff purchase 1.089 0.03 100.0 0.15
electricity flat tariff sale 100.0 0.0759
solar radiation purchase 0 0 0
Table 13: Annual Growth Rate of Pinkafeld’s Random Parameters
parameter mean volatility
district heating prices 3.4% 6.1%
electricity prices 5.3% 7.8%
energy demand 0.0% 1.0%
installation costs 0.0% 1.0%
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